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EXCLUSIVE: Aged care worker
'mercilessly' raped grandmother, 83,
in her own bed after he wheeled out
her disabled husband from the
couple's bedroom

Simon Prodanovich, 59,  raped a sick and elderly woman inside her own home
The grub had been employed as an in-home aged care worker when he struck 
Prodanovich's 83-year old victim is now petrified of men and lives in fear
The aged care worker accused victim of framing him before DNA exposed him 
Prodanovich faces anywhere up to 25 years in jail for his 'despicable' offending 

By WAYNE FLOWER IN MELBOURNE FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
PUBLISHED: 15:25 AEDT, 21 October 2019 | UPDATED: 19:10 AEDT, 21 October 2019

An elderly grandmother of eight was raped in her own bed by her in-house carer
after the 'despicable' predator wheeled her disabled husband out of their bedroom. 

As the Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety continues around
Australia, Daily Mail Australia can reveal a shocking case of cruelty against an 83-
year old woman. 

Her abuser, Simon Prodanovich, had only been in the aged-care business for a little
over a year when he pounced on his helpless victim. 
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Simon Prodanovich, 59, raped an elderly grandmother in her own bed. He wheeled her sick
husband out of the room before pouncing on the helpless woman

A royal commission into aged care has been running in Australia for weeks. The commission
has heard a series of shocking examples of elder abuse by carers

The 59-year old from Springvale - in Melbourne's south east - was supposed to be
helping the fragile woman's husband, who suffers a variety of ailments and is
confined to a wheelchair. 
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The couple had been married for more than 60 years and lived most of their years
together in their Mount Waverley home where the attack happened. 

The mother-of-three had been her husband's carer, although she was hardly in good
health herself. 

Prodanovich had been employed by Omni-Care, which boasts online that its carers
help 'maintain the quality of life, dignity and independence of people living in our
community who are elderly, disabled or who have serious medical conditions'. 

On January 12, Prodanovich entered the unlocked home of his victim and gave her
husband a sponge bath. 

The fiercely independent couple had been loathe to allow carers into their home, but
conceded to their daughters' wishes so they wouldn't need to go into an aged care
facility.  

When done, his victim mentioned she needed her medications to help with her legs. 

Prodanovich told her to forget about the meds and that a massage would help. 

He wheeled her husband into the lounge room and when he returned began to
massage the trusting woman. 

What happened next was the stuff of nightmares, with Prodanovich licking his
fingers and raping the terrified woman, who begged him to stop. 
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Simon Prodanovich, had only been in the aged-care business for a little over a year when he
pounced on his helpless victim

Prodanovich had been employed by Omni-Care, which boasts online that its carers help
'maintain the quality of life, dignity and independence of people living in our community who
are elderly, disabled or who have serious medical conditions'

He fled the house and the police were called into investigate. 

When questioned days later, Prodanovich came armed with a prepared statement. 

He indignantly denied the allegations, describing his victim's complaint as
'fabricated' and 'totally false'. 

But he didn't stop there, going so far as to say the elderly woman had made the
complaint in 'revenge' for him refusing to rub lotion on her. 

He said he was 'gobsmacked' that a woman of her age would 'slander' him. 

Prodanovich maintained his cruel facade right up until he knew he could no longer
deny it. 

DNA he had left from injuries within his victim revealed the grubby truth and
Prodanovich confessed. 

He pleaded guilty to rape in the County Court of Victoria and faces up to 25 years in
prison. 

The father of a daughter himself, Prodanovich could give no explanation for his
offending, telling a psychiatrist it was a 'brain fade'. 

His victim's daughters faced him in court where they read out heart breaking impact
statements on the devastating effects his attack had had on their mother. 

'I felt really fooled and betrayed,' their mum wrote. 

She told the court she now feared all men and was frightened to be treated by any
male nurse or doctor. 

She feared taxi drivers and criticised Omni-Care for its handling of her care. 

'I remember what happened and sometimes cry,' she stated. 
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Barrister Ian Crisp said his client, Simon Prodanovich, had no explanation for his offending
other than describing it as a 'brain fade'
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Simon Prodanovich's victim (not pictured) is now too scared to be in the company of strange
men. It has seen her go home too early from hospital and collapse at home alone

County Court of Victoria Judge Susan Pullen will hand down her sentence on Simon
Prodanovich on Thursday. He is expected to get a jail term somewhere close to 10 years

Her daughters told the court their mum had been a strong, sociable and
independent woman before the attack. 

She had 'taken a leap of faith' in accepting carers into her home and she no longer
had the trust for them that had taken seven years to build. 

Since then, she had struggled to care for her husband, who needed to be placed in
respite care. 

'Be very careful whom you let into your home and life,' her daughter warned. 

'Mum must now live with this brutal and merciless touch,' another said. 

Barrister Ian Crisp, for Prodanovich, said his client was 'ashamed and sorrowful' for
what he did to the woman. 

'He's too ashamed to ever explain what he did,' he said. 
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Share or comment on this article: Aged care worker Simon Prodanovich raped
grandmother in her bed 

County Court Judge Susan Pullen was scathing in her assessment of his client. 

'Your own expert described it as despicable,' she said. 'It's downright grubby ... What
we're dealing with here is absolutely appalling. It's effectively wrecked her life.'

Judge Pullen further condemned Prodanovich for his earlier denials before DNA
caught him out. 

'He was gonna give it a run,' she said. 'And then after his denials he makes a self-
serving statement.'

Judge Pullen said there were numerous aggravating factors, including the fact he
was her carer and breached the trust of his victim and her husband. 

'There is no doubt the impact has been enormous,' she said. 

Mr Crisp argued that Prodanovich's attack had been unplanned and opportunistic. 

'It was on the spur of the moment,' he argued. 

But Judge Pullen questioned that, observing his client had wheeled his victim's
husband out of the room and licked his fingers. 

'There's just no explanation,' she said. 

Judge Pullen remanded Prodanovich in custody in anticipation of sentencing him on
Thursday. 
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Ashley Young set to join Inter Milan next season
with Manchester United defender close to signing
pre-contract

The former England international is in advanced talks with the Italian club and is 
expected to pen a contract in the coming days. The agreement will see Young, join 
Inter next season.
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Freeze! Hilarious moment startled raccoon
STANDS stock still like a human when it is caught
sneaking through a backyard at night

The footage was recorded by a homeowner in an American suburb. Two raccoons 
tentatively scurry on all fours along a path outside before the cameraman taps on 
window.
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'All the ladies wanted hugs!' Love Island favourite Ovie Soko is
covered in make-up marks in Bake Off snaps as fans go WILD for
his appearance
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on Peter Weber of The
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Salma Hayek
dominates in chic black
pantsuit with Tiffany
Haddish and Rose
Byrne at star-studded
Like a Boss premiere in
NYC
 

'Bring us back a
keeper!' Rochelle
Humes wishes her
lookalike sister Sophie
Piper, 21, 'good luck'
ahead of her Love
Island 2020 debut  
 

Vivica A Fox puts on a
busty display in white
as she joins Empire co-
stars Taraji P Henson
and Tasha Smith Fox
TCA party in LA
 

Model Erin McNaught,
37, flaunts her trim pins
in a range of streetwear
looks as the new face of
Mossimo
 

Duane 'Dog' Chapman's
daughter Lyssa
expresses displeasure
to father's rumored new
girlfriend... seven
months after passing of
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Mother who used to drink four bottles of wine a week reveals how
she shed 3st after quitting alcohol - and now shows off her size 6
frame at the gym
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Tamara Ecclestone showcases her toned frame in
coral bikini during idyllic beach day in Dubai with
daughter Sophia and husband Jay Rutland

Tamara Ecclestone looked sensational as she hit the beach in Dubai with daughter 
Sophia and husband Jay Rutland recently.
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Jersey weed sting after
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Vanderpump Rules:
Scheana Shay cries
after being called 'boy-
crazy' and gets labeled
as bad kisser
 

Jussie Smollett will
NOT return for the final
season of Empire
despite previous
reports
 

Anna Heinrich's sister
Charlotte marries her
longtime partner in a
stunning ceremony in
Mexico
Bachelor to bridesmaid! 

Making it rain! Delta
Goodrem's bushfire
charity single pushes
Tones and I from the top
of the charts after
announcing all profits
will go to relief
 

Patricia Arquette is
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while Joey King dresses
in blue at special
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will for me to be female':
Rodrigo Alves unveils
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Robert Downey Jr.
sweetly wishes his
Avengers co-star
Jeremy Renner a super
49th birthday: 'I'll
always have your back'
 

Kylie Jenner pledges
$1 million to Australian
bushfire relief after
controversy over now-
deleted social media
posts showing mink fur
slippers and a caption
about 'finding your fire'
 

Antonio Banderas
looks dashing in suit as
he poses with his
glamorous girlfriend
Nicole Kimpel at the
New York Critics Circle
Awards Gala
 

Irina Shayk cuts a cool
mom look in black
denim as she steps out
with daughter Lea and
mom Olga in NYC after
celebrating 34th
birthday
 

Miranda Lambert is
joined by The Pistol
Annies bandmates
Ashley Monroe and
Angaleena Presley as
they lead stars at
Grammy Awards party
in Nashville
 

It's a girl! Tammy
Hembrow's sister Amy
reveals the sex of the
child she is expecting
with fiancé Rory
Carmody
 

Rob Kardashian seeks
primary custody of
daughter Dream, three,
from Blac Chyna ... as
he accuses ex of drug
and alcohol abuse in
shocking court docs
 

Beyonce and Jay Z's
daughter Blue Ivy looks
like a young lady in a
bright Instagram post as
her grandfather wishes
her a happy eighth
birthday 
 

Kim Kardashian dons
her own Skims bralette
to plug her latest
collection as she shows
off the inside of fridge
 

Lots of lip filler, a
brand new smile and
breast enlargement: I'm
a Celebrity star Erin
Barnett's $35,000
cosmetic makeover
revealed
 

Brad Pitt says Quentin
Tarantino is the only
guy he knows 'who
needs cocaine to stop
talking' at NYFCC
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Awards
 

Reese Witherspoon
poses in patterned
dress as Laura Dern
hits stylish note at NY
Film Critics Circle
Awards
 

Magda Szubanski
defends Kim
Kardashian over
Australian bushfire
donation controversy
after they starred in an
UberEats advert
together
 

I'm a Celebrity's Ryan
Gallagher speaks
candidly about his
mum's FIFTH battle with
cancer
 

Golden Globes winner
Laura Dern looks
effortlessly chic in
orange shades as she
walks back to her hotel
room in New York
 

Gal Gadot shows she's
a mere mortal human as
she gasps for air during
a rigorous hike with
husband Yaron Varsano
and their pet pooch
 

They grow up so fast!
Shannon Noll shares
adorable video of his
one-year-old son
Colton's first steps
 

'Australia needs our
help': Ellen DeGeneres
launches a GoFundMe
page urging fans to
raise $5million for
firefighters and bushfire
victims
 

Ugly Betty creator
Silvio Horta, 45, is found
dead from gunshot
wound in a Miami motel
room in apparent
suicide
 

Kourtney Kardashian
color-blocks in leather
duster as she arrives at
momager Kris Jenner's
office in LA
 

'We are heartbroken':
Ben Simmons and other
Australian NBA stars
donate $1million to
bushfire relief efforts
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Jessie J shares cryptic
message about 'being
committed to what's
best for your heart' as
she puts split from ex
Channing Tatum behind
her
 

Rebel Wilson is all
smiles as she
piggybacks a male pal
on the beach
 

'We love you,
Australia': Jimmy Fallon
pleads with Tonight
Show viewers to donate
amid the devastating
bushfires
 

Celeste Barber's
bushfire fundraiser
climbs to $45million -
and will most likely
smash its new goal of
$50MILLION by the end
of the day
 

Real Housewives Of
New Jersey star Siggy
Flicker shocked after
'183 people are charged
with deliberately setting
fires' amid Australia's
bushfire crisis
 

'The flames were
about to jump': The
Block's Scott Cam
reveals his frightening
battle to defend his
NSW holiday home from
the bushfires
A close call 

Bindi Irwin says she
wishes late father Steve
was still alive after it
was revealed more than
a BILLION animals have
died in the bushfires
We need him back

Victoria's Secret model
Bridget Malcolm flaunts
her incredible figure in a
stunning black bikini
 

Keanu Reeves and
Alex Winter hang with
their onscreen
daughters in new Bill &
Ted Face the Music
image
 

Adele continues to
show off her incredible
19kg weight loss as she
jumps into the sea in
her mini dress after
drinking cocktails in the
Caribbean
 

Kesha bundles up in
bold zebra print scarf
and hot pink sneakers
for day of retail therapy
in New York
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Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle return to
royal duties following
their private holiday
during six-week
Christmas break
 

Jennifer Garner shows
off figure in black
leggings as she catches
up with a gal pal over
coffee in LA
 

Belting out his best!
Rugby star Mike Tindall
shows off his vocal
prowess alongside Irish
crooner Ronan Keating
at Magic Millions VIP
cocktail party
 

Meet the funnyman
healing Charlotte
Crosby's broken heart:
I'm a Celebrity star Ryan
Gallagher's dramatic
rise to fame is revealed
- as the pair get flirty in
the South African jungle
 

Rebecca Judd shows
off her slender figure in
tiny denim shorts as
she and husband Chris
take children shopping
in Melbourne... after
raising $100,000 for
bushfire victims
 

Brad Pitt gets on the
neon bandwagon while
out in NYC... after ex-
fiancée Gwyneth
Paltrow reveals they're
still friends
 

The Wiggles reveal
they were almost never
signed in the '90s
because an all-male
children's group was
'looked upon
suspiciously'
 

A first lady fashion
staple! Both Melania
Trump and the Greek
prime minister's wife
model stylish jumpsuits
as they support their
respective husbands at
White House meeting
 

Avatar 2: Director
James Cameron gives
fans their first glimpse
of the long-awaited
sequel with new
concept art 
 

Ed Sheeran enjoys a
glass of wine as he
holidays in Venice after
announcing plans to
take a break from music
to travel
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No accident! Charlotte
Crosby is EXPOSED for
pulling down her OWN
shorts and showing her
underpants on I'm A
Celebrity... Get Me Out
Of Here!
 

Are Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle planning
to MOVE to Canada?
Palace dismisses
'speculation' royal
couple 'could run office
from there or even
renounce HRH titles'
 

'Another summer of
Test cricket comes to an
end': WAG Dani Willis
farewells the season by
sharing loving picture
with husband Steve
Smith
 

Priyanka Chopra looks
elegant in quilted
Chanel jacket with
trousers as she heads
to Beverly Hills salon
for pamper session
 

Hilary Duff sits
wrapped in a towel as
she embraces the
honeymoon lifestyle
with shirtless husband
Matthew Koma
 

Sunrise weatherman
Sam Mac becomes
emotional as he visits
the Port Macquarie
Koala Hospital to play
with injured wildlife
 

'Who else is feeling
bushfire guilt?' The
Bachelor's Megan Marx
tells fans they are
'allowed to feel
happiness' as she
heads to beach amid
devastation in Australia
 

Strolling back to
normality! Pippa
Middleton heads out
with her son Arthur in
London a day after
returning from her
exotic St Barts holiday
 

Amy Adams, 45, looks
youthful in a fun updo
with oversized
sunglasses as she
picks up groceries in LA
 

Charlize Theron returns
to her workout routine
in style as she leaves
the gym rocking large
shades... after
glamorous night at the
Golden Globes
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Kim Kardashian
shares a video of Psalm
sleeping with his thumb
in his mouth before
having a sweet chat
with Chicago about her
2nd birthday
 

Gwyneth Paltrow's
new Goop Netflix series
about 'unregulated'
wellness treatments is
slammed as 'dangerous'
and 'horrifying' by
medical professionals
before it has even aired
 

Tammy Hembrow
donates $23,000 to
Wildlife Rescue after an
Instagram backlash for
using a wet T-shirt
photo to promote her
bushfire fundraiser
 

Married At First Sight
is voted the WORST
show of 2019 despite
monster ratings
2.6MILLION disagree

I'm a Celebrity
Australia: Mystery
surrounds Charlotte
Crosby's '$1million
contract' - as Channel
10 disputes rumours
about the 'ludicrous'
figure
 

Charlotte Crosby's ex-
boyfriend Joshua
Ritchie's mother likes
comment calling her a
'PSYCHO' as she grows
close to Ryan Gallagher
on I'm A Celeb
You've been warned! 

Chloe Sevigny unveils
her baby bump during
very loved-up stroll with
gallery director beau
Sinisa Mackovic
 

Golden Globe winner
Ramy Youssef shares
video of TSA agent
fondling his trophy at
LAX security line
 

Elton John pledges
$1million to help
bushfire victims live on
stage during Sydney
concert ... hours after
flying back from LA
 

'Let's all try cut down!'
Tammy Hembrow
reveals she is going
VEGAN for 2020... after
deleting Instagram
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Prince William and
Kate Middleton are a
'new-look Charles and
Diana' and set to
become a 'major force'
in the UK's diplomacy
 

Katie Price PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Star puts
on an eye-popping
display in skimpy string
bikini as she cuts a solo
figure in Thailand
 

Human Ken Doll
Rodrigo Alves is seen
for the first time since
coming out as a
transgender woman as
she proudly displays
her figure in a jumpsuit
 

Dazzling duo! Zara
Tindall looks chic in a
sleeveless LBD and
sparkling waist belt as
she joins a dapper Mike
Tindall for a charity
bash in Queensland
 

Gisele Bundchen says
trying to fit in and be
accepted causes
'unnecessary stress'...
as supermodel urges
people to remember
they are 'special'
 

The VERY unfortunate
blunder Tom Hanks
made while giving a
shout-out to his
children at the Golden
Globes
The wife will have some
questions

Gwyneth Paltrow
admits that she's 'less
familiar' with #MeToo
issues and has reached
a status where 'no one's
going to f***' with her
 

Joaquin Phoenix
fiancée Rooney Mara
dress down in sweats to
walk their dogs... days
after their glammed-up
Golden Globes
appearance
 

Laura Dundovic stuns
in a plunging silver
jumpsuit as she leads
the arrivals at Magic
Millions cocktail party
on the Gold Coast
Futuristic chic! 

Brad Pitt and Jennifer
Aniston 'do not spend
time together outside of
parties with mutual
friends'... after sitting
next to each other at the
Golden Globes
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Taylor Swift will
receive the 2020
Vanguard Award at
GLAAD Media Awards
for her ongoing work
with the LGBTQ
community
 

Ricky Gervais flashes
a grin as he arrives
back in the UK following
controversial Golden
Globes 2020 opening
monologue... after
joking 'thank f**k it's
over'
 

Gwyneth Paltrow jokes
'our sex life is over' as
she talks FINALLY
moving in with husband
Brad Falchuk
 

'Let her have her
shine, please!' Rihanna
fires off sassy clapback
to a male fan who asked
to pop her PIMPLE after
she showed it off in a
makeup-free Instagram
selfie 
 

Johnny Depp is set to
perform at the annual
MusiCares event in
honor of Aerosmith...
after landing victory in
Amber Heard legal
battle
 

Katy Perry sports tan
monochrome ensemble
for dinner with
presidential candidate
Michael Bloomberg and
friends in Beverly Hills
 

Pink and Carey Hart
mark 14 years of
marriage: 'We came
from broken homes but
worked hard to create
an amazing family'
 

Kate Beckinsale, 46,
pictured hopping into a
car with Machine Gun
Kelly, 29, as they leave
party together
 

Salma Hayek, 53,
exudes elegance in
mustard shirt dress with
racy knee-high boots as
she steps out in NYC
 

Elton John dazzles in a
powder blue suit as he
and Taron Egerton lark
around onstage at a
Rocketman screening in
Hollywood
 

Nathan Lyon's
girlfriend Emma
McCarthy stuns in a
flowing dress as she
joins her fellow WAGs at
the Jane McGrath High
Tea luncheon
Part of the crew!

ADVERTISEMENT
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'It's the best thing we
ever did!' Cameron
Daddo and wife Alison
Brahe reveal the very
surprising secret to
their 28-year marriage 
Not the cheating? 

Family outing! Sunrise
star Edwina
Bartholomew and
husband Neil Varcoe
take their newborn
daughter Molly for a
walk in Sydney
 

Jennifer Aniston
shares behind the
scenes snaps of herself
trying on her Dior dress
and walking hand in
hand with Reese
Witherspoon
 

'You're spreading vile
hate': Khloe Kardashian
furiously denies she is
wearing real fur... but is
CAUGHT OUT by the
designer of her outfit
 

Chloe Sevigny
pregnant at 45: Actress
reveals she's expecting
her first child with
gallery director Sinisa
Mackovic
 

'Extraordinary!' Singer
Jack Vidgen impresses
America's Got Talent
judge Simon Cowell
while Heidi Klum gives
him a standing ovation
 

Tamara Ecclestone
displays her jaw-
dropping physique in
sizzling white bikini as
she hits the beach in
Dubai with daughter
Sophia 
 

Nicole Scherzinger, 41,
and beau Thom Evans,
34, perform impressive
synchronised dance in
elevator after going red
carpet official
 

Charlotte Crosby
speaks candidly about
her face fillers after love
interest Ryan Gallagher
wipes dribble from her
mouth 
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Charlotte Crosby
leaves fans hysterical
as she's outed for
bathing in the SINK in a
letter to campmates
 

Ryan Gallagher admits
he has a 'massive
crush' on Charlotte
Crosby during a candid
conversation on I'm A
Celebrity... Get Me Out
Of Here!
 

Charlotte Crosby's
surgery transformation
is revealed - as I'm a
Celebrity Australia
viewers are left baffled
by her 'new face'
A nose job, two boob jobs
and plenty of filler

Tammy Hembrow
DELETES Instagram
after outraged fans
slammed her for using a
photo of herself in a wet
T-shirt to promote her
bushfire fundraiser
GONE girl

Nicole Scherzinger
downs champagne with
Eva Longoria before
hitting the dancefloor
with new beau Thom
Evans in Mexico in
throwback NYE snaps
 

'They're getting a
second chance at life':
Bindi Irwin shares the
'sweet faces' of bats
that were evacuated
from the NSW bushfires
to Australia Zoo Wildlife
Hospital
 

Kylie Jenner
'DELETES' an Instagram
caption about 'finding
your fire' after fans say
it's insensitive to
Australians facing
bushfires'
 

Billy Brownless says
he's ready for a new
partner... after his best
friend Garry Lyon had
an affair with his ex-wife
Nicky
 

Jack Vidgen releases
VERY sultry music
video wearing just a
bathrobe while writhing
on a bed... as he
prepares for Eurovision
 

'We've been driving for
10 minutes!' MAFS'
Martha Kalifatidis forces
Michael Brunelli to find
a parking spot as close
as possible to the gym
 

Footy WAG Bec Judd's
bushfire fundraiser
reaches its $100,000
goal in just three days
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Prince Charles'
goddaughter India Hicks
admits closing her
lifestyle company 'broke
her heart' - but it
reminded her just how
important family is
 

Jason Momoa explains
why he took off his
jacket and went
sleeveless during the
Golden Globes
'I had to take care of the
wifey'

'It's been a while...'
Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley showcases her
killer sense of style as
she returns to sharing
fashionable selfies from
her LA bathroom
 

PICTURED: The exact
moment Patricia
Arquette gave Joey
King THAT forehead
bruise at the Golden
Globes afterparty
'Those statues aren't light
at all!'

Fans praise 'amazing'
Rebel Wilson as she
shows off her slimmed-
down figure and vows
to focus on her health
 

Cynthia Nixon sends
fans wild with Little
Women shot that looks
'uncannily' like a scene
from Sex and the City -
and jokes the film
'seemed familiar'
 

'I think that's how they
got her to sign up!':
Adele Roberts reveals
Caitlyn Jenner 'mixed
her up with the real
Adele' before they met
on I'm A Celeb
 

Keeping the magic
alive! The
Bachelorette's Carlin
Sterritt claims Angie
Kent is his 'patronus' as
he recreates a scene
from Harry Potter
 

'I'm a much happier
person': Heidi Klum, 46,
says her marriage to
Tom Kaulitz, 30, is the
'first time she's
experienced what it's
like to have a partner'
 

Ellen DeGeneres gets
emotional while
discussing the impact
of Australia's bushfire
crisis at the Golden
Globes
'We're all pretending like
everything is fine. It's not'

The country's biggest
comedians including
Tom Ballard, Hannah
Gadsby and Joel
Creasey are planning to
raise money Australian
bushfire relief
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EXCLUSIVE  Charlotte
Crosby snubbed Ryan
Gallagher weeks before
meeting him on I'm A
Celeb - as their odd 
connection is revealed
Fancy seeing you here!

Skye Wheatley throws
a VERY Instagram-
worthy first birthday for
her son Forest... after
admitting she 'feels
guilty' posting about her
life amid bushfire crisis 
Forest's fantastic bday

Chris Hemsworth and
his family donate
$1MILLION to help
Australian firefighters
battling the bushfires
Thor to the rescue!

Gwyneth Paltrow
drives social media into
a frenzy with the yonic
poster for her upcoming
Netflix series Goop Lab 
 

MAFS' Jessika Power
is discharged from
hospital and celebrates
with wine and a lavish
meal... after a kidney
issue required a 'high
dose of antibiotics'
Powering on

'We are in this
together': Tones and I
announce benefit
concert in Melbourne to
help those devastated
by the 'apocalyptic'
bushfires
 

Vogue Williams shows
off her incredible
physique in scanty
leopard print swimsuit
as she plays with son
Theodore on the beach
in St. Barts
 

BAFTA nominations
2020: Margot Robbie is
nominated TWICE for
Best Supporting
Actress as she receives
nods for Once Upon a
Time in Hollywood and
Bombshell
 

Matthew Wright claims
he's been branded
'racist' for criticising
Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle - but
insists people have a
right to question them
 

Dennis Quaid requests
to INCREASE the child
support payments he
makes after a very
lucrative 2019
That's how you parent

Chantel Jeffries
showcases her toned
frame in leopard print
string bikini during
romantic holiday with
new beau Diplo in
Mexico
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Goldie Hawn enjoys
the sun in LA as she
runs errands in black
tank and leggings after
snowy Aspen vacation
 

Sophia Bush reunites
with her One Tree Hill
co-stars at the Golden
Globes: 'Let's go
Ravens!'
 

Katharine McPhee
shares an emotional
farewell before the final
performance of
Broadway's Waitress: 'I
will always cherish my
time here'
 

Lauren Silverman
showcases her lithe
legs and svelte frame in
sexy black swimsuit as
she frolics in the sea
during extensive
Barbados break 
 

Rochelle Humes
returns to work at ITV
as her lookalike sister
Sophie Piper joins the
winter Love Island line-
up 
 

BAFTA nominations
2020: 'This looks
stubbornly limited' Fans
RAGE as Greta Gerwig
and Jennifer Lopez are
snubbed for Best
Director and Best
Actress nods
 

Sam Faiers puts on a
busty display in racy
plunging swimsuit
before cradling
daughter Rosie in
throwback snaps from
idyllic Maldives getaway
 

Kristin Cavallari is
easy on the eyes in a
low-cut lime green
dress with silver heels
as she continues
promoting season three
of her reality show
Great promotion!

Justin Bieber falls into
a dinosaur mouth as he
makes his unicycle fall
a meme with clever and
HILARIOUS photoshops
 

Joshua Jackson plays
it cool while his
pregnant wife Jodie
Turner-Smith highlights
her baby bump in a
black dress after their
pizza date
 

Love Island Australia's
Adam Farrugia gets
hands on with a blonde
beauty in Surfers
Paradise
Who's that girl? 
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Winnie Harlow gives
Kim Kardashian a
dazzling KKW x Winnie
necklace: 'Thank you
for my Christmas
present!'
 

BAFTA nominations
2020: Joaquin Phoenix's
Joker sweeps the board
with 11 while The
Irishman and Once
Upon a Time in
Hollywood also look set
to score with 10 nods
 

Sarah Michelle Gellar,
42, rocks pyjamas
printed with husband
Freddie Prinze Jr.'s
FACE... and brands the
hunk, 43, her 'Man
Crush Monday' after 18
years of marriage
 

Bruce Willis and wife
Emma Heming take a
MASSIVE loss on their
Westchester County,
New York home as they
sell it for $7.66M... after
shelling out $12M for it
$5M down the drain

Gird your loins! Hugh
Jackman kisses co-star
Rebecca Ferguson as
they film a passionate
love scene for
Reminiscence in Miami
Look away now, Deb

Bachelor stars
Rachael Gouvignon, 35,
and Tiffany Scanlon, 33,
discuss the pain of
being single in their
thirties
'When are you having
kids?'

Helen Hunt rocks a
casual sweater and
goes makeup-free while
out and about in Los
Angeles
 

Kim and Khloe
Kardashian blast trolls
accusing them of not
donating to Australia's
fires... after Kylie Jenner
was slammed for being
a 'hypocrite'
Kim & Khloe under fire

Miley Cyrus unveils
her fresh mullet as she
announces upcoming
music
'New Hair. New Year'

Colin Farrell confirmed
as The Penguin in
Warner Bros. The
Batman by director Matt
Reeves
 

Victoria's Secret model
Kelly Gale flaunts her
sensational figure in a
skimpy red bikini as she
soaks up the sun in Los
Angeles
City of Angels
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Demi Rose goes
topless in nothing but a
thong as she continues
her idyllic Mexico
holiday after the
'hardest year' of her life
Boo hoo 

Rhonda Burchmore
recalls the mortifying
moment she fell over
while performing a tap
dance for Princess
Diana
A royal embarrassment!

Celeste Barber's
bushfire appeal
smashes its goal of
raising $40MILLION as
donations flood in just
four days after launch
Not all heroes hold a hose

Kim Kardashian twins
with hubby Kanye West
as they flex their wealth
in pairs of 'Millionaire'
Louis Vuitton
sunglasses
Kim and Kanye's 2020
vision 

DaBaby downplays jail
stint amid accusations
he roughed up promoter
over $10K and claims
allegations were 'made
without honesty and
integrity'
 

Serena Williams and
husband Alexis Ohanian
take their daughter
Alexis Olympia, two, to
Auckland Zoo during a
family day out in NZ
Off to see the Kiwis

'He needs all the help
he can get!' Shane
Warne and Allison
Langdon make fun of
Karl Stefanovic's weight
on the Today show
Join the panel, Warnie! 

Kelly Brook reveals
Heart Radio added a
DELAY to broadcasts
because she and
Amanda Holden swear
too much on their
shows
 

Kathy Griffin reveals
Renee Zellweger sent
her a sweet text amid
turmoil of infamous
Trump photo
 

Kate McKinnon dishes
with Ellen DeGeneres
on sitting at same table
as Beyonce and Jay Z at
Golden Globes: 'They're
the king and queen of
America'
 

Charlotte Crosby falls
for I'm A Celebrity... co-
star Ryan Gallagher
saying he 'gives her a
tingle' - just weeks after
her split from Joshua
'I fancy him. His biceps
are bigger than his head'

Brielle Biermann, 22,
shares selfies and video
after 'dissolving' her lip
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fillers in a bid to look
'18-years-old' again
You're hardly ageing! 

Helen Flanagan shows
off her sensational
figure in a low-cut criss-
cross white swimsuit as
she soaks up the sun in
Dubai  
 

Heidi Klum returns to
America's Got Talent
'family' after Gabrielle
Union and Julianne
Hough depart
 

Korean rapper Jay
Park donates $30,000 to
NSW Rural Fire Service
ahead of his Australian
tour
'Pray for Australia and
see you soon!'

Kim Kardashian cuts a
casual figure in gray
sweats and goes
makeup-free as she
leaves her husband
Kanye West's office with
an enormous file folder
Impromptu shied

Saoirse Ronan seems
a little low on energy as
she heads to LAX in
white turtleneck and
loose jeans after a
glamorous night at the
Golden Globes
Wonder why?

Tween star Jojo Siwa
names Queen singer
Freddie Mercury as her
biggest inspiration - and
reveals he was the
reason she started
singing live
'If he can do it, I can too!'

Lizzo scolds an
autograph hunter while
carrying an $810
Moschino washing
machine handbag at
Sydney Airport
'You'll probably sell it!'

Tammy Hembrow
reveals an ENTIRE
sports team is trying to
hook up with her - and
says she is constantly
'flooded with DMs' from
athletes
Who's team Tammy? 

Meghan King
Edmonds reveals her
twin sons' circumcision
was 'really hard' for her:
'There's no reason to
manipulate your baby
boy's body like that'
The circumcision decision

'That's just poor
sportsmanship':
Beyonce is slammed for
failing to give Joaquin
Phoenix a standing
ovation
Golden Globes 2020
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Charlotte Crosby
slams ex Joshua Ritchie
as she gives her side of
their 'bad breakup' story
to single I'm A Celeb
campmate Ryan
Gallagher
A shoulder to cry on?

Elton John carries his
Golden Globe off a
private plane as he
returns to Sydney for
his tour - after winning
Best Original Song
Back to business

Victoria Silvstedt, 45,
flaunts her toned legs in
pale pink bikini as she
enjoys a day at the
beach during her annual
St Barts holiday
Bend and snap

Today's headlines Most Read
Trump tweets 'all is well' as casualties are
assessed after Iran fires 15 ballistic
missiles in operation...
Three Britons and 63 Canadians are among
176 people killed when Ukrainian Airlines
Boeing 737 crashes in...

'We do not seek escalation or war': Iran's
foreign minister says it has 'concluded'
retaliation after Tehran...
How US troops got a heads up of missile
attack: Early detection system based 6,000
miles away in Maryland...

Iran 'threatens to hit Israel and Dubai if the
US retaliates over missile attack' 

Now Iran WILL go nuclear: Defence expert
MARK ALMOND offers a chilling prediction of
how Donald Trump's...

Are Prince Harry and Meghan Markle
planning to MOVE to Canada
permanently? Palace dismisses
'speculation'...
Hard-left Labour leadership candidate
Rebecca Long Bailey gives Jeremy Corbyn a
'10 out of 10' for election...

Ruth, Helen and John are tipped to
become some of the most popular baby
names of 2020s as traditional...
Boris Johnson braces for showdown with EU
chief Ursula von der Leyen at No10 as he
vows Brexit transition...

Britt Ekland, 77, refuses to participate in
tribute documentary about her 'monster'
ex-husband Peter Sellers...
Should every driver resit their test aged 70?
This motorist, 87, accidentally killed a woman
then died days...

Upstairs Downstairs and Last of the
Summer Wine star Christopher Beeny
dies peacefully in his armchair aged...
Celebrity personal trainers reveal the A-list
fitness tricks that can boost YOUR workouts -
including why...

Is your January fitness kick putting a hole
in your wallet? Deal expert reveals how to
save HUNDREDS on...
America Ferrera and Vanessa Williams lead
tributes after Ugly Betty creator Silvio Horta,
45, 'shoots...

Peterborough is rated the WORST place to
live in Britain for the second year in a row
in survey of 80,000...
Headteacher of leading £15,000-a-year
private girls' school says 'demonised' mobile
phones can be force for...

'The punishment fits the crimes':
Indonesian father of 'world's worst rapist'
Reynhard Sinaga says the...
Fury as FA Cup rights are sold to betting firm
Bet365 which lets fans watch free if they
open account - ...
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Deadly brain-destroying virus lurking in
SHREWS has killed at least 14 people
across Europe since 1999 and...
Moment Ross Kemp inhales Spice from a
comatose prisoner's vape while filming a
documentary at HMP Belmarsh -...

Ad Feature
Banish tiredness and fatigue in 2020 with
the transformational magic of magnesium
Ad Feature
The very real horror of losing your money -
and what to do if it happens to you, by people
who went through...
Stella McCartney is mocked for
suggesting Joaquin Phoenix is an eco-
hero for re-using the same tux for the...
They've gone Harry Potty: London's Natural
History Museum puts fake Hogwarts-world
Erumpent horn and dragon...

PICTURED: Californian military contractor
who was killed in a rocket attack in Iraq
last month - sparking...
Iranian state TV claims 80 'American
terrorists' were killed in missile strikes on
military bases in Iraq -...

Iranian ballistic missiles called Fateh-110
and Qiam-1 that blitzed US airbases can
carry a 500lb warhead...
Magnitude 4.9 earthquake strikes 30 miles
from Iran's sole nuclear power plant just two
weeks after a...

Cardi B says she's filing for Nigerian
citizenship as she criticizes President
Trump's moves against Iran as...
Dominic Raab confirms British troops were at
US bases hit by Iranian missiles as he calls
for 'urgent...

Iranian leader mocks Donald Trump by
posting his country's flag to Twitter after
missile attack - just like...
Donald Trump in their sights: Iran creates a
video of US President being assassinated by
Iranian terrorist...

Qassem Soleimani is laid to rest as
thousands line the streets of his home
town after Iranian missiles...
Jeremy Corbyn clings to iffy regimes like
eggs to bacon: HENRY DEEDES watches
the Labour leader rant about...

Jeremy Corbyn says US killing of Qassem
Soleimani was 'illegal' and refuses FOUR
TIMES to call the Iranian...
'I like to obey the law.' Donald Trump walks
back his threat to Iranian 'culture' saying he
WON'T order...

Britain warns Iran: We'll respond to any
attack on our citizens or our forces,
pledges Defence Secretary Ben...
Belgian Shepherd called Bella who was tied
to rock, thrown into a river and left to die is
saved by hero...

SARAH VINE: Hurrah for Ricky Gervais,
the Wokefinder General who stormed the
Golden Globes 
Top Facebook exec says it DID help Donald
Trump win but only because ‘he ran the
single best digital ad...

Adele's body transformation is down to
'90 percent dieting' NOT exercise, claims
the Brazilian 'body wizard'...
Astronomers discover colossal wave-shaped
gaseous structure that is 9,000 light years
long and 400 light...

'Heslington brain' belonging to a British
man decapitated 2,600 years ago was
incredibly preserved thanks to...
British teen 'can't wait to have a cheeky
Nando's' and take her dog for a walk after
returning to UK as she...

Fix the social care crisis now, Boris
Johnson! 73% of British voters say
solving problem should be high...
DAVID JONES: How Bet365 owner Denise
Coates became UK's highest-paid boss with
a £6.9billion fortune on the...
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The royal PDA! Prince Harry and Meghan
Markle put on a VERY public display of
affection during visit to...
Meghan Markle's nephew, 28, begs a judge
to let him get help for his mental health
instead of facing three...
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EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain

 

EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge

 

DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a
betrayal of values

 

TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says

 

RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
measure a goldfish

 

Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it: The
Mail's theatre critic is directing his village's Easter
play. So why has the Devil disappeared and did the
Bible really feature green underpants
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